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Abstract

We consider the life-cycle problem of a household that in each period decides how much to consume

and how to allocate spouses�time to work, leisure, and childcare. In an environment with uncertainty,

the allocation of goods and time over the life cycle plays the further role of providing insurance against

shocks. We use longitudinal data on consumption, and husband and wife separate information on hourly

wages, hours of work, and time spent with children to estimate structural parameters measuring the

sensitivity of consumption and time allocation choices to transitory and permanent wage shocks. These

structural parameters provide a full picture regarding the ability of household to smooth marginal utility

in response to shocks. In addition, information on hours of work and hours spent on childcare allows

to decompose overall Frisch response into two components, one re�ecting the degree of complementarity

between husband�s and wife�s leisure ("companionship" or "love") and another re�ecting the degree of

substitutability of their childcare time in the production of childcare services.
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1 Introduction

In a series of seminal contributions, Becker (1965) and Ghez and Becker (1975), emphasized the impor-

tance of understanding the e¤ect of children on how households allocate goods and time over the life cycle.

To quote from the 1975 volume, "The parent�s utility function is assumed to depend not only on [consump-

tion of goods], but also on commodities measuring child services [...] The raising of children requires time,

especially wife�s time, and goods. Thus, time and goods must be allocated between child services and other

commodities." One conclusion of that research was that the presence and age of children will change the

optimal allocation of parents�time to work in the paid labor market, leisure, and childcare. Responses to

wage and income changes will di¤er across households depending on the importance of �child services�in the

parental utility function.

In an environment with uncertainty, the allocation of goods and time over the life cycle plays the further

important role of providing insurance against shocks to household resources. The key parameters governing

the ability to insure are the Frisch and Marshallian (own- and cross-) consumption and labor supply elastici-

ties. For example, a low consumption Frisch elasticity (a low willingness to accept intertemporal �uctuations

in consumption) implies a greater desire to smooth consumption relative to, e.g., a case in which the elasticity

is high. A permanent wage shock faced by the primary earner can be insured through added worker e¤ects

(i.e., increased work of secondary earners). This stabilization e¤ect, re�ected in the Marshallian elasticity,

is stronger the higher the Frisch elasticity of the secondary earner. But since an increase in hours of work

reduces the amount of time to be allocated to the production of childcare services, it is clear that the pres-

ence of children impacts also the insurance opportunities of the household. Combining these two issues (the

importance of children in shaping preferences and the demand for insurance) in a uni�ed framework is the

goal of this paper.

To address this goal, we extend our previous work (Blundell, Pistaferri and Saporta-Eksten, 2014) to

explicitly take into account the in�uence of children (both their presence and their ages) on consumption

and time allocation decisions of husband and wife, and hence on the household�s ability to insure themselves

against shocks. Children place additional demands on time and goods, so that in our context it is marginal

utility rather than consumption itself that is smoothed.

The relation between the hours of husband and hours of wife (as well as the relation between their hours

and the spending on goods) can be generated by home production à la Becker (leisure time of the two spouses,

as well as market goods, are inputs in the production of "commodities") or by formal non-separabilities in

the utility function (the marginal utility of leisure of one spouse depends on the leisure time of the other).

In general, we might expect families to want to spend time together. Indeed, it is very likely that the

complementarity of time together provides a key incentive for relationships to form.1 We do not directly

1Becker (1976) attributed the existence of marriage to "the desire to raise own children" (p. 211), which requires complemen-

tarity of the spouses�leisure time. As he noticed, "Sexual grati�cation, cleaning, feeding, and other services can be purchased,

but not own children: both the man and the woman are required to produce their own children and perhaps to raise them" (p.
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model family formation, but in order to capture the fact that people have preference for spending time

together or with their children (a public good), we consider the possibility that preferences are non-separable

and complementary over leisure times. In Blundell, Pistaferri and Saporta-Eksten (2014) we found evidence

of Frisch complementarity for time within couples, although we did not relate this to children or use any

measure of time use. Even then, we found that family labor supply provides insurance against long-run wage

shocks, and that family leisure times were Marshallian substitutes. When it comes to the care of children,

however, there is potentially more room for specialization. For example, it is possible that more e¢ cient

technologies require people to separate their time between various activities, especially in the presence of

multiple children. In the absence of time use data, it is hard to verify whether covariation in the hours

of work of husband and wife descends from explicit non-separability in utility or from the e¤ect of home

production. As Browning, Chiappori andWeiss (2014) write, "the production function... cannot be estimated

independently of the utility function unless the home-produced commodities are independently observable".

To address the issues of interest we merge data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) and

from the Child Development Supplement (CDS), a supplement to the PSID which represents a relatively

unexplored source of information on parents�childcare time.2 The CDS provides a comprehensive accounting

of parental (or caregiver) time inputs to children as well as other aspects of the way children spend their

time. The data structure allows us to recover how much time each parent spent with the surveyed child

over a 24-hours diary period. There are a few issues to take into account when using the time diary data in

our analysis, which we discuss at length. However, we argue that time use data bring very useful additional

information that allows us to separately identify key aspects of the production of �childcare services�.

We use longitudinal data from the PSID on consumption of non-childcare goods (available in a much

richer form since 1999), and husband and wife separate data on hourly wages, hours of work, and time spent

with children to estimate structural parameters measuring the sensitivity of consumption and time allocation

choices to transitory and permanent shocks. These structural parameters include the Frisch and Marshallian

elasticities, as well as partial insurance parameters ("savings") and human capital shares. They can be used to

provide a comprehensive picture of the ability of households to smooth marginal utility in response to shocks.

In addition, information on hours of work and hours spent on childcare allows to decompose overall Frisch

responses into two components, one re�ecting the potential degree of complementarity between husband�s

and wife�s leisure ("companionship" or "love") and another re�ecting the degree of substitutability of their

childcare time in the production of childcare services. We obtain this clean decomposition by assuming

that utility is weakly separable over two broad sub-utility aggregates, one comprising consumption of non-

childcare related goods and the leisure times of the two spouses, and the other de�ned over childcare services

(which we assume to be produced using childcare related goods and childcare time of the two parents).

We �nd that this decomposition is important. While overall cross-Frisch responses are small, the responses

on the two sub-utility margins are (in absolute value) larger. In particular, female hours appear to respond

210), and later, that " complementarity between men and women is the major source of the gain from marriage" (p. 211).
2Sandberg and Ho¤erth (2001, 2005) use the CDS to estimate trends in trends in childcare time.
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little to an increase in the male�s temporary wage (which induces an increase in his hours) because the force

that pushes her to reduce her leisure time (or work longer) due to the lower leisure time of her companion, is

counteracted by the force that pushes her to decrease her labor supply and increase childcare time because

the husband is now allocating fewer hours to child-raising and her time is a substitute for his time in the

household production of childcare services. Similarly, own (especially female) responses are large because

they include both an intertemporal substitution component and a home production component - when

wages are temporarily higher the opportunity cost of an extra hour of leisure and an extra hour of childcare

increases.

This paper is related to a large literature that studies family labor supply. Speci�cally, there are two

strands of research: papers that consider the impact of children on female labor supply, and those that

examine the role of labor supply as an insurance to shocks - in particular, to wage shocks. In the �rst line

of work there are papers that establish a clear relationship between the presence of children and female

labor supply, such as Angrist and Evans (1998). Attanasio, Low and Sanchez-Marcos (2008) study the role

of decreasing prices of childcare in explaining changes in female participation rates over cohorts. There

are also papers that access time use data to examine the precise decomposition of available time between

children and other activities as in Aguiar and Hurst (2007, 2013), and Ramey and Ramey (2010).3 In the

second line of work, there are papers that emphasize the insurance role of labor supply, as in Hyslop (2001),

Attanasio, Low and Sanchez-Marcos (2005), and our own recent study using the PSID (Blundell, Pistaferri

and Saporta-Eksten, 2014).4

A key contribution of our paper is the extension of the theoretical framework used in previous literature.

Building on the family labor supply framework of Blundell et. al. (2014), we demonstrate how to incorporate

multiple goods and time use activities in a dynamic life-cycle model with uncertainty about underlying wages.

We then show how to apply approximations of the �rst order conditions and the intertemporal budget

constraint of the problem to derive analytical expressions for the sensitivity of consumption and childcare

expenditure, as well as each earner�s hours of work and childcare time, to wage shocks. These derivations are

not only useful in empirical implementation, but they also facilitate the analytical decomposition of labor

supply responses to their underlying sources, namely leisure and childcare time.

A second contribution of the paper is in deriving an identi�cation strategy that combines longitudinal

data on consumption, wages, earnings and assets with cross-sectional data on time use. This allows us to fully

identify the parameters of the model. Implementing this strategy, we estimate the model and provide new

evidence on the decomposition of labor supply elasticities to their leisure and childcare time sources, especially

highlighting the tension between spouses�leisure complementarity and childcare time substitutability.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the life cycle problem of a household that in each

period has to choose spending on childcare related and non-childcare related goods, and how to allocate

3Ramey and Ramey (2010), as well as Guryan, Hurst, and Kearney (2008) also study skill heterogeneity in childcare time.
4The "added worker e¤ect" literature studies in particular how wife�s employment responds to the husband�s unemployment

events. See for example Lundberg (1985), Stephens, (2002), and Juhn and Potter (2007).
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spouses� times to work, childcare, and leisure. Section 3 describes the PSID/CDS data, while Section 4

discusses various empirical issues. The results are in Section 5. We further discuss the relation between

childcare and wages, as well as the implications of the results to insurance in Section 6. Section 7 concludes.

2 A Life Cycle Model with childcare Production Function

In this section we discuss a life cycle problem faced by a couple. We consider a unitary framework

in which the household draws utility from the leisure times of the spouses, from the consumption of non-

childcare related goods, and from child services. The latter are produced using as inputs the hours that

husband and wife devote to their children and the amount spent on childcare-related goods (such as formal

baby-sitting, day care tuition, books, etc.). Hence, the household�s problem is to choose consumption and

the allocation of the two members�total hours to three activities: work, childcare time, and leisure.5

We assume throughout that the hourly wage process is exogenous; we also allow wage shocks to be

potentially correlated across spouses. As we highlight, the model�s goal is to show that the response of

family labor supply to shocks is rather complex, as it depends on the spouses�Frisch elasticities for leisure,

childcare time, the degree of complementarity of their leisure times in utility, the degree of substitutability

of childcare time inputs in the production of childcare, and the degree of progressivity of the tax system

(which makes the secondary earner�s marginal tax rate depend on the primary earner choice of hours even

in the case in which leisure times are additively separable).

2.1 Wage Process

We follow Blundell et al. (2014) and assume that each earner�s wage process contains both a permanent

and a transitory component. The permanent component evolves as a unit root process, while the transitory

component is serially uncorrelated. The distinction between transitory shocks and permanent shocks is

important from an identi�cation point of view, as we will interpret transitory shocks as having negligible or

no wealth e¤ects. Hence, the response of hours to transitory wage shocks will identify Frisch (or �-constant)

elasticities, while the response to permanent wage shocks will identify Marshallian (or uncompensated)

elasticities.

Suppose that the log of real wage of earner j = f1; 2g in household i at age t can be written as:

logWi;j;t = x0i;j;t�
j
W + Fi;j;t + ui;j;t (1)

Fi;j;t = Fi;j;t�1 + vi;j;t (2)

where xi;j;t are observed characteristics a¤ecting wages and known to the household. ui;j;t and vi;j;t are

transitory shocks and permanent shocks, respectively. We assume that transitory and permanent innova-
5We explicitly model only childcare time as non-leisure non-work use of time for the two earners in the household. This is

of course a simplifying assumption, but consistent with our goal to focus and highlight in this paper the interaction between

kids and labor supply.
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tions are uncorrelated within person. However, we assume that they may be potentially correlated across

spouses.6 The structure of markets is such that shocks are not formally insurable, household have no advance

information about them, and they are observed (separately) at time t.7 We let the variances and covariances

of the shocks vary by age. Since age-speci�c cells are quite small given the size of our data set, however, we

restrict the age-variation to stages of the life cycle (30-37, 38-42, 43-47, 48-52, 53-57).

Given the speci�cation of the wage process (1)-(2) the growth in (residual) log wages can be written as

�wi;j;t = �ui;j;t + vi;j;t (3)

where � is a �rst di¤erence operator and �wi;j;t = � lnWi;j;t ��x0i;j;t�
j
W (the log change in hourly wages

net of observables).

2.2 Household Problem

Households solve the following problem over the life cycle:

maxEt
T�tX
s=0

ut+s

�
Ct+s
a (zt+s)

; L1;t+s; L2;t+s; g (T1;t; T2;t;K;t; zt+s) ;xt+s

�
s.t. At+1 = (1 + r) (At + T (H1;tW1;t +H2;tWi;2;t)� Ct � Pk;tKt)

L1;t +H1;t + T1;t = �L

L2;t +H2;t + T2;t = �L

Kt � 0

where C represents consumption of non-childcare goods (from now on, just "consumption" for simplicity),

Lj is the leisure time of earner j (j = 1; 2), Pk the price of childcare goods K, and the childcare consumption

sub-utility g (:) (from now on, just "childcare" for simplicity) is a function of childcare goods, and the

childcare hours T1 and T2 of the two spouses. Hj are hours worked by earner j, �L is maximum time available

for allocation, and A are assets that pay a non-stochastic interest rate denoted by r.

We introduce two sets of demographic conditioning variables. The �rst, z, contains the number of kids

and their age composition. We model time use, leisure and labor supply decisions as explicit functions of

z. Since these family composition variables a¤ect consumption in ways not captured by our model (i.e., not

only through childcare), we let the e¤ect of these variables on consumption to work through an (estimated)

adult equivalence scale a (z). The second set of conditioning variables, x, includes other demographics (e.g.

age, education, and so on). T (:) is a tax function that maps before-tax into after-tax household earnings.
6This is potentially important given the empirical �ndings for the correlation of labor market outcomes of married couples.

See for example Juhn and Potter (2007) and Hyslop (2001).
7This is a key assumption in the context of empirical analysis on consumption insurance. See Meghir and Pistaferri (2011)

for a discussion about the interpretation of insurance coe¢ cients when this assumption is violated.
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We follow Blundell et al. (2014) and model joint taxation as:

T (Hi;1;tWi;1;t +Hi;2;tWi;2;t) � (1� �i;t) (Hi;1;tWi;1;t +Hi;2;tWi;2;t)
1��i;t : (4)

Each earner allocates the total time endowment to leisure, hours of work (H), and time with children.

While this formulation is fairly general, it already imposes the restriction that childcare spending (K) as

well as time spent with kids (T1 and T2) interact with other goods only through g (:). This is an identifying

assumption similar to the one discussed in Browning, Chiappori and Weiss (2014, ch. 3). The non-negativity

constraint on K implicitly imposes that market childcare can be substituted completely by parents�time

spent with the kids.8 This formulation admits corner solutions in childcare expenditure, which is an event

frequently observed in the data.

2.3 The Dynamics of Time use, Hours and Goods

2.3.1 Restrictions on preference

For our empirical application, we add some additional restrictions on preferences such that the household�s

objective function can be rewritten as:9

maxEt
T�tX
s=0

�
1

1 + �

�s �
(1�  (zt+s))�

�
Ct+s; �L�H1;t+s � T1;t+s; �L�H2;t+s � T2;t+s

�
+  (zt+s) g (T1;t+s; T2;t+s;Kt+s)

�
(5)

where �m > 0, �mm < 0 for m 2 fC;L1; L2g, �(0; L1; L2) ! �1, gm > 0, gmm < 0 for m 2 fT1; T2;Kg,
and � is a discount factor. This formulation implies that we have two utility sub-aggregates: (1) consumption,

husband leisure, and wife leisure; and (2) husband�s childcare time, wife�s childcare time, and childcare goods.

Note that in this speci�cation, the weight  (:) is a direct function of the demographic conditioning variables

in z. For example, a family with young kids might have a higher  (:) (i.e., weight the utility associated to

childcare more) than a family with older kids. We show below how  a¤ects labor supply responses even

conditioning on the strong separability assumption.

It is worth stressing that we assume separability between sub-utility aggregates, not between the goods

themselves. For example, this formulation implies that preferences over non-children consumption and the

leisure time of husband and wife are (potentially) non-separable. On the other hand, we assume that spending

on non-childcare related goods is separable from spending on childcare related goods.

Our goal is to decompose the response of time allocation (i.e., how household members vary their labor

supply, leisure time, and time spent on childcare) to wage shocks. To do that we need to link the growth

rates of consumption, childcare goods, hours of work, and childcare time to the wage shocks experienced

8Alternatively, it can be interpreted as imposing that a minimum of non-parent childcare is available for free (for example

childcare help provided by unmodeled family members or neighbors).
9To avoid cluttered notation we omit the normalization of C by the equivalence scale a (z), as well as all conditioning

variables x from all equations.
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by the household members. We achieve this in two steps. First, we use a Taylor approximation of the

�rst order conditions of the problem. This yields expressions for the growth rate of consumption and of

childcare, the growth rate of hours of work, and the growth rate of childcare time in terms of changes in

wages and an additional expectation error term (the innovation in the marginal utility of wealth).10 This is

a standard log-linearization approach, yielding the matrix of Frisch responses of goods to prices. Second, we

take a log-linearization of the intertemporal budget constraint. This allows us to map the (unobservable)

expectation errors into wage shocks (the only sources of uncertainty of the model).11

2.3.2 The Frisch Responses

In Appendix 1 we show that log-linear approximation of the Euler equations yields the following expression:

0BBBBBBBBBB@

�c�+1

�l1;�+1

�l2;�+1

�t1;�+1

�t2;�+1

�k�+1

1CCCCCCCCCCA
�= FL

0BBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 ��
1 0 1 0 ��
1 1 0 0 ��
1 0 1 0 ��
1 0 0 1 0

1CCCCCCCCCCA

0BBBBBBBB@

� ln�A;�+1

� lnW1;�+1

� lnW2;�+1

� lnPk;�+1

� lnY�+1

1CCCCCCCCA
(6)

where the FL matrix is:

FL =

0BBBBBBBBBB@

��c;p �c;w1 �c;w2 0 0 0

�l1;p �l1;w1 �l1;w2 0 0 0

�l2;p �l2;w1 �l2;w2 0 0 0

0 0 0 $t1;w1 $t1;w2 $t1;pk

0 0 0 $t2;w1 $t2;w2 $t2;pk

0 0 0 $k;w1 $k;w2 $k;pk

1CCCCCCCCCCA
Note that the zeroes in this matrix come directly from the separability assumption between �(:) and

g (:). From now on lower-case letters indicate logged variables net of predictable taste shifters. Hence, ci;t,

for example, is log consumption net of predictable taste shifters. Yt = H1;tW1;t+H2;tWi;2;t is total household

taxable income. Finally, �A;t is the marginal utility of wealth (the Lagrange multiplier on the sequential

budget constraint). The parameters �q;m represent the Frisch (or �-constant) elasticities of variable q with

respect to changes in the price m which are associated with the � sub-utility (p is the "price" of a unit of

current consumption relative to future consumption).12 These parameters capture the response of leisure

10 In the case of weak separability, this approximation will include another term - the change in the marginal rate of substitution

between � and g.
11Our general speci�cation could give rise to corner solutions in childcare inputs, in which case the log-linearization is

inappropriate. Our derivations in the next sections will assume internal solutions for all goods. We address the problem of

zeros when we describe the data in Section 3, and when we describe our empirical implementation in Section 4.
12Note that in this notation leisure elasticities w.r.t to own price �l1;w1 and �l2;w2 are negative.
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(or consumption) to small changes in wages, holding the marginal utility of wealth constant.13 Finally,

the parameters $q;m are the Frisch elasticities associated with the g sub-utility, and therefore capture the

elasticity of variable q (childcare time of earner j or childcare goods) to a change in price m in the childcare

production function, again holding � constant. Since the wage measures the opportunity cost of time, we

expect $tj ;wj < 0.

Our next step is to write (6) in terms of hours (which we observe) rather than leisure (which we do not).

This can be done using the following relation between leisure, time use, and hours elasticities:

�hi;wj = �
Li;�
Hi;�

�li;wj �
Ti;�
Hi;�

$ti;wj

Finally, note that when  = 0 and preferences are de�ned only over the sub-utility �, we can de�ne

�
0
hi;wj

= � Li;�
Hi;�

�li;wj .
14 This allows us to write the Frisch responses matrix F for the dynamics of hours

rather than leisure:15

F =

0BBBBBBBBBBB@

��0c;p �
0
c;w1 �

0
c;w2 0 0 0

�
0
h1;p

�
0
h1;w1

�
0
h1;w2

� T1;�
H1;t

$t1;w1 � T1;�
H1;t

$t1;w2 � T1;�
H1;t

$t1;pk

�
0
h2;p

�
0
h2;w1

�
0
h2;w2

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w1 � T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w2 � T2;�
H2;t

$t2;pk

0 0 0 $t1;w1 $t1;w2 $t1;pk

0 0 0 $t2;w1 $t2;w2 $t2;pk

0 0 0 $k;w1 $k;w2 $k;pk

1CCCCCCCCCCCA
(7)

To illustrate a speci�c case, consider how hours growth of the wife depends on shocks to the marginal

utility of wealth and changes in prices (including wages) and income:

�h2;�+1 =

�
�
0
h2;p

+ �
0
h2;w1

+ �
0
h2;w2

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w1 �
T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w2 �
T2;�
H2;t

$t2;pk

�
� ln�A;�+1

+

�
�
0
h2;w1

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w1

�
� lnW1;�+1 +

�
�
0
h2;w2

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w2

�
� lnW2;�+1

�T2;�
H2;t

$t2;pk� lnPk;�+1

��
�
�
0
h2;w1

+ �
0
h2;w2

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w1 �
T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w2

�
� lnY�+1

13Note that these are after-tax Frisch elasticities. Writting �Y�+1 as a function of the wages and hours and solving for the

dynamics of all goods in terms of wages and shocks to the marginal utility of wealth � would deliver the before-tax Frisch

elasticities. We show this in appendix 1. For more details on before- vs. after-tax Frisch elasticities, see MaCurdy 1983, and

Blundel et al. 2014.
14This formulation is attractive as we observe hours and not leisure. Moreover, it is usually the elasticities of hours with

respect to the wage that researchers care about from a policy point of view. However, to interpret the hours elasticities �0hj ;wj ,

we are requires to assume that even though the model is written in term of leisure preferences, the hours elasticities �0hj ;wj are

(at least approximately) constant.
15 It is intuitive to use the upper-right block of the matrix to capture the part of the Frisch response that is related to childcare

time, highlighting the two components of the hours response. Note however that because of the linear dependence in rows 2-3

and 4-5 in the middle matrix in equation (6), we could also write (7) keeping the 0s in the 4th and 5th column of the upper-right

block, simply including the time use response in the upper-left block. For example the 2,2 element of the upper-left block would

have become �0h1;w1 �
T1;�
H1;t

$t1;w1 .
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Consider the e¤ect of a temporary wage change faced by the wife. Since the wage change is tem-

porary, � ln�A;�+1 = 0. The e¤ect of the shock on the wife�s labor supply is captured by the term�
�
0
h2;w2

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w2

�
, and hence can be decomposed into two distinct forces. First, there is a traditional

intertemporal substitution e¤ect: a temporary positive deviation from the normal wage induces worker to

reallocate their work time intertemporally to periods in which the wage is temporarily higher and their

leisure to periods with lower wages. This e¤ect is captured by the �rst term and its strength is measured by

the Frisch elasticity �0h2;w2 . When the wage is temporarily high, moreover, it becomes more costly to devote

time to children, and this induces a further increase in hours (or, more correctly, a decline in childcare hours

that is partly reallocated to work), an e¤ect whose strength is measured by $t2;w2 . This second e¤ect is

weighted by T2
H2

because it depends on initial conditions (i.e., the e¤ect is absent for earners who devote no

time to children to start with).

The dashed black line in the upper panel of Figure 1 demonstrates how the overall wife�s labor supply

Frisch response changes as T2;�
H2;t

is changing. For illustration purposes, the Figure holds �0h2;w2 and $t2;w2 at

their point estimates from Table 3. At very low levels of T2;�H2;t
, the total Frisch response �h2;w2 is below 0.5,

while it is about 2 as T2;�
H2;t

approaches 1. The bottom right panel shows how �h2;w2 is decreasing in $t2;w2 ,

this time holding T2;�
H2;t

�xed at its sample mean value.

A somewhat more interesting e¤ect is how the wife responds to temporary changes in the husband�s

wage, which is measured by the term
�
�
0
h2;w1

� T2;�
H2;t

$t2;w1

�
. The temporary increase in the husband�s wage

induces him to work longer hours. If husband and wife enjoy leisure together, �0h2;w1 > 0 and, in the absence

of childcare time (T2;� = 0), we should see an increase in the wife�s hours as well. When husband and

wife hours can be used to produce childcare, however, the e¤ect is less obvious. If their childcare hours are

substitutes in production, an increase in hours worked by the husband implies he can now allocate fewer

hours to childcare production, and hence the wife will allocate more hours to childcare production (and fewer

hours to market time, i.e., work less). This implies $t2;w1 > 0. The magnitude of the e¤ect will depend on

the degree of input substitutability in childcare production. It follows that the two forces may counteract

each other. The red solid line in Figure 1 illustrates the various forces at work holding �0h2;w1 at its point

estimate level from Table 3. When either T2;�
H2;t

or $t2;w1 are close to zero, the complementarity of leisures

of the two earners is the dominating e¤ect. On the other hand, when the relative time spent with kids or

the cross elasticity of childcare time increase, the substitutability of childcare time takes over and the overall

e¤ect turns negative.

2.3.3 The Marshallian Responses

So far we have shown how to write the dynamics of consumption, childcare, hours of work and childcare time

as functions of the wage shocks and the changes in marginal utility of wealth. Without taxes, the Frisch

responses given in F (7) coincide with the goods responses to transitory price shocks. Permanent shocks,

however, change the marginal utility of wealth � as well. The overall response to permanent shock to prices is
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captured by the Marshallian elasticities, which incorporate both wealth and substitution e¤ects. To estimate

these elasticities, we need to write changes in marginal utility of wealth � as a function of permanent shocks

to prices. Before we proceed, we need to take a stand on the stochastic process for Pk. While long run

changes in the cost of childcare have shown to have an e¤ect on overall labor supply (see Blau and Robins,

1988; Attanasio, Low and Sanchez-Marcos, 2008), idiosyncratic changes in the cost of childcare are both less

likely, and are unobserved in our data set. For these reasons, we choose to index the price of childcare to the

price of overall consumption and hence assume Pk = 1. This eliminates �Pk from our system of dynamic

equations, and hence we are left only with the responses of goods to the idiosyncratic changes in wages.

We proceed in two steps. First, we decompose the growth of the marginal utility of wealth � ln�A;t+�

into two components. The �rst component, !t, is a function of the interest rate r, the discount factor �, and

the variance of the change of marginal utility. This component captures the e¤ect of aggregate variables on

the consumption slope. Assuming that the only source of uncertainty in our model is the idiosyncratic wage

shocks, !t is �xed in the cross-section. The second component, "i;t, captures the revisions in the growth of

the marginal utility of wealth. Second, to map innovations in the marginal utility of wealth into innovations

in the wage process faced by the two earners, we log-linearize the intertemporal budget constraint:

Et

T�tX
s=0

T�tX
s=0

Ct+s +Kt+s

(1 + r)
s = At + Et

T�tX
s=0

T (Wi;1;t+sHi;1;t+s +Wi;2;t+sHi;2;t+s)

(1 + r)
s

and take the di¤erence in expectations between period t and t�1 to obtain equations that link consumption
and hours growth of the two earners to the wage shocks they face (see Appendix 1 for the exact derivation).

0BBBBBBBBBB@

�ci;�

�hi;1;�

�hi;2;�

�ti;1;�

�ti;2;�

�ki;2;�

1CCCCCCCCCCA
'

0BBBBBBBBBB@

�c;u1 �c;u2 �c;v1 �c;v2

�h1;u1 �h1;u2 �h1;v1 �h1;v2

�h2;u1 �h2;u2 �h2;v1 �h2;v2

�t1;u1 �t1;u2 �t1;v1 �t1;v2

�t2;u1 �t2;u2 �t2;v1 �t2;v2

�k;u1 �k;u2 �k;v1 �k;v2

1CCCCCCCCCCA

0BBBBB@
�ui;1;t

�ui;2;t

vi;1;t

vi;2;t

1CCCCCA (8)

Note that in general, the loading factors � vary over time and across households (i.e., we should write

�i;tc;v1 , etc.). To avoid unnecessary cluttering we will leave this individual and time-dependence implicit. The

response of a good/time m to a permanent wage shock faced by earner j is a general function:

�m;vj = �
m;vj

�
�i;t; si;t;�;$; �i;t; �i;t;

Tj
Hj

�
where �i;t � Assetsi;t

Assetsi;t+Human Wealthi;t
is a "partial insurance" coe¢ cient (the higher �i;t the lower the sensi-

tivity of consumption to shocks), si;t � Human Wealthi;1;t
Human Wealthi;t

is the share of earner 1�s human wealth over family

human wealth, � and $ are the vectors of all Frisch elasticities, and �i;t and �i;t are the tax parameters
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de�ned above.16

Generally, Marshallian responses to (permanent) wage shocks are more involved than Frisch responses due

to wealth e¤ects acting alongside substitution e¤ects.17 In the case of cross-responses, for instance, the e¤ect

of a permanent decline in the husband�s wage on the wife�s labor supply in our model mixes three e¤ects:

complementarity of leisure time, substitutability of time inputs in the production of childcare services, and

added worker e¤ects, i.e., the fact that women have an incentive to replace some of the (permanently) lost

earnings of the husband by working more. In the empirical application we demonstrate the di¤erent roles of �

and $ both in shaping the Marshallian labor supply responses, and in shaping the Marshallian consumption

response, which is closely related to insurance.

2.3.4 Relating Frisch and Marshallian Responses to Demographic Characteristics

As shown in Figure 1, in our model the ratio of childcare time to work time of each earner (Tj=Hj) is a

key statistic as it re�ects the weight on the childcare time elasticities ($) in the total Frisch labor supply

response of each earner. We show now that with the strong separability assumption, this ratio also fully

captures the e¤ect of demographic shifters z on labor supply.

Under the strong separability assumption as in (5),  (z) does not show up in the dynamic equations

(8).  (z) however, plays an implicit role in shaping Tj
Hj
. To see that, consider the �rst order conditions for

childcare time and leisure of earner j:

Tj;� : gTj (�) =
1


Wj;t�A;�

Lj;� : �Lj (�) =
1

(1� )Wj;t�A;�

Given our assumption that gTjTj (�) < 0, gTj (�) is monotonically decreasing in Tj , which implies that for

a given level of marginal utility of wealth �A;� and wage, Tj is monotonically increasing in . By the same

argument, leisure Lj is monotonically decreasing in . While it is unclear what the total e¤ect on hours is

(because Hj = �L � Lj � Tj), it is clear that when z shifts , this e¤ect will be re�ected in the ratios Tj
Hj
.

To account for this issue, in the estimation we explicitly allow Tj
Hj
to depend on the demographic shifters z,

including the number of kids and their ages. In the empirical application we explicitly make Tj
Hj
a function

of the age of the youngest kid in the family. We use the median of Tj
Hj

for three separate groups - families

with kids 6 or younger, 7 to 11 and 12 to 13.

After explicitly accounting for kids presence and ages through Tj
Hj
, the dynamic equations in (8) can

be estimated using panel data on assets, wages, consumption, childcare, and each earner�s hours of work

and childcare time. In what follows we describe our data, as well as our identi�cation strategy, where we

demonstrate that the model can be estimated even without observing panel data on time use, although it

does require panel data on wages.
16Human Wealthi;t (Human Wealthi;j;t) is the expected discounted �ow of lifetime earnings of the household (earner j) at

the beginning of period t. The exact expression for Human Wealth is given in Appendix 1.
17Blundell et. al. (2014) provide an overview of the forces present in the family labor supply model.
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3 Data

For our empirical analysis we use two datasets collected as part of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics

(PSID). The �rst data set is the PSID main interview sample. The second is the Child Development

Supplement (CDS), and in particular its diary segment, which was collected alongside the 1997, 2001 and

2007 main interview PSID waves.

3.1 The PSID Interview Data

The PSID started in 1968 collecting information on a sample of roughly 5,000 households. Of these, about

3,000 were representative of the US population as a whole (the core sample), and about 2,000 were low-

income families (the Census Bureau�s SEO sample). Thereafter, both the original families and their split-o¤s

(children of the original family forming a family of their own) have been followed. The PSID interview data

were collected annually until 1996 and biennially starting in 1997. Starting in 1999, in addition to income

data and demographics, the PSID collects data about detailed assets holdings and consumption expenditures.

Since we need both consumption and assets data, we focus on interview data from the 1999-2009 sample

period. These data therefore provide us with longitudinal information on all the variables required for

estimation other than the time each earner spends on childcare.

We follow Blundell et al. (2014) in constructing a sample that is suitable for studying family labor

supply decisions (see their paper for more details). In particular, we focus on non-SEO households with

participating and married male household heads aged between 30 and 57. Whenever there is a change in

family composition we drop the year of the change and treat the household unit as a new family starting

with the observation following the change. In addition, because our main interest is in the relation between

labor supply elasticities and time spent with children, our baseline sample consists of families where the

youngest child is 13 or less at the time of the interview.

Finally, we drop observations with missing values for state, education, race, labor earnings, hours, total

consumption and total assets, and observations with hourly wages that are lower than half the minimum

wage in the state where the household resides. We drop observations with extreme negative values of assets,

as well as observations with total transfers (calculated as explained in Section 4.2) more than twice the

size of total household earnings. To mitigate measurement error issues, we also drop observations for which

consumption, wages or earnings of one of the earners show extreme "jumps", most likely due to extreme

measurement error. A "jump" is de�ned as an extremely positive (negative) change from t� 2 to t, followed
by an extreme negative (positive) change from t to t + 2. Formally, for each variable (say x), we construct

the biennial log di¤erence �2 log (xt), and drop the relevant variables for observation in the bottom 0.25

percent of the product �2 log (xt)�2 log (xt�2).
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3.2 The CDS Data

An important source of information required for estimation of the model is the time spent by each earner

on childcare. For this purpose, we use the CDS, a relatively unexplored source of information on children

time use. For our sample period, the two relevant CDS surveys come from the 2001 and 2007 waves. The

CDS started collecting detailed information on kids 12 year old or younger as a supplement to the 1997

PSID main interview. in 1998, the CDS interviewed 2,394 families, with information on 3,563 children. In

2002-2003, CDS re-interviewed the 1998 CDS families that were still part of the PSID panel (2,021 families

and 2,907 children). CDS collects data on a broad range of children outcomes, such as health, intellectual

achievement and social relationships. Most importantly for our purposes, the CDS includes a time diary

that can help us in recovering how much time each caregiver (parent) spends with the child.

The time diary collects all activities performed by the child over a 24-hours period beginning at midnight

for one weekday and one weekend day (randomly chosen). Besides a detailed log for the start and the end

time for each activity, the diary provides information about who was doing the activity with the child, and

who (else) was present but not directly involved in the activity. This data structure allows us to recover how

much time each parent spent with the surveyed child over the 24-hours period. In our empirical analysis we

assume that a parent�s childcare time includes both the activities he actively participated in and those he

was present at. Given that we are interested in the substitution between time spent with the children and

hours of work, we only use the weekday diaries (Monday to Friday), and focus on activities between 6am

and 7pm.

There are a few issues to take into account when using the time diary data in our analysis. First, while

the time diaries we use are supplements to the 2001 and 2007 PSID waves, they are in fact conducted in late

2002/early 2003, and in late 2007/early 2008, respectively. This implies that in terms of timing they need to

be matched to the 2003 and 2009 waves interview data (since we assume that the income and consumption

data collected in a given wave refer to the previous calendar year). For more details about the timing of the

data, see Appendix Figure 1.

Second, the CDS is a child-, not a parent-based time use survey. Moreover, it surveys only one or two

children per household in 1998, and re-interviews the same children in 2002 and 2008. It follows that the CDS

gives a partial picture of time spent with kids for parents with kids not surveyed, including for parents with

more than two kids, or for those who had children between 1998 and 2008. We address these issues in two

ways. First, as we do with the other variables, we �rst regress the time use data on various control variables,

and then use the residuals in estimation. For example the fact that the average age of the surveyed children

is increasing across the three CDS waves, potentially a¤ecting the level of time spent on childcare, will be

absorbed by year e¤ects and demographic controls. Second, even if the level is biased due to not observing

all children in the family, our identi�cation strategy relies heavily on logs, therefore it is less sensitive to

overall bias in the level of time spent on childcare. Nevertheless, the level could still a¤ect the weight Tj
Hj
.

In one of our robustness checks, we show estimates from speci�cations that are based on alternative time
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use measures implying di¤erent weights Tj
Hj
.

3.3 Descriptive Statistics

The construction of the consumption data is similar to Blundell et al. (2014) . We use only consumption

categories which were consistently collected starting in 1999. These include food (at home and away), health

expenditures, utilities, gasoline, car maintenance, transportation, education and childcare. We treat sub-

categories with missing values as zeros. Descriptive statistics on consumption, its breakdown for durables

and nondurables and for childcare expenditure (nominal averages over the panel waves) are reported in the

upper part of Table 1.18 Data on household�s assets holdings is required for the construction of �i;t, the share

of assets out of total wealth. We use data on detailed holdings of cash, bonds, stocks, business, pensions,

car value, housing, other real estate holdings as well as household debt to construct a measure of household

net wealth for all waves from 1999 to 2009.

The survey collects data on annual labor earnings and on annual hours of work. To construct the hourly

wage measure we divide annual earnings by annual hours of work. Hence, we have a measure of the average

hourly wage. In the lower part of Table 1 we provide summary statistics on labor supply and earnings for

the two earners. We compare our baseline sample (households where the youngest child is 13 or less) with

less restrictive samples, where we do not condition on children�s ages (Column 2) and where we do not

condition on working males (Column 3). It is worth noting that even though female participation rates are

slightly lower for families with young children, they are still fairly high (around 75% vs. 80%). On average,

females earn about half of what males earn, partly re�ecting lower hours of work (conditional on working),

and partly re�ecting other factors, both explained and unexplained.

The fact that only 75% of women in our sample work raises standard sample selectivity issues. However,

Blundell, Pistaferri and Saporta-Eksten (2014) add Heckman-style sample selection correction to their GMM

moments and show that the procedure induces only small changes in their estimates, most likely due to the

high participation rate (80%) in their female sample. Given this evidence, obtained with a sample that is

very close to the one we use here, in the rest of the paper we focus on working women neglecting the sample

selectivity correction.19

Table 2 summarizes data from the CDS regarding childcare time spend by each parent. Childcare time

is annualized as daily hours times 260 days. First, note that only 5% of the wives in our sample report

zero childcare time. The proportion of zero childcare time is larger for husbands (22%). Partly, this large

di¤erence is due to the diary nature of the data. Suppose that the day the child time use data were collected

the husband left early in the morning and returned after the child went to sleep. It would be clearly

misleading to assume that the husband spent zero annual childcare time based on observing zero childcare

hours on the diary day. Because our moments are in logs, zero childcare hours imply a missing observation.

18Blundell et. al. (2014) also show that the PSID implied consumption aggregates match well with NIPA estimates.
19Of course, it is possible that the correction may matter more in our sample due to the fact that women with young children

have lower participation rates than the average women married to a continuously employed men.
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In the baseline speci�cation we assume that missing childcare time for husbands refer to men who generally

spend less time with their kids. We therefore replace the missing value with a low value (the 5th percentile of

the childcare time distribution for husbands who report positive childcare hours). In the robustness section,

we show the results assuming instead that the husband�s childcare time is missing from the diary at random,

implying that no correction is needed.

Consistent with estimates from Guryan, Hurst, and Kearney (2008) and Ramey and Ramey (2010), in

our sample wife�s childcare annual hours are about twice as much as the husband�s hours (conditional on

observing a value for the husband).20 Similarly, the ratio of childcare hours to working hours is much higher

for the wife. Interestingly, however, the implied cost of childcare time TjWj is much closer for the two

earners, due to the higher wages earned by the husband, compensating for the lower time he spends with the

children. Finally, the cost of market childcare (K) is tiny compared to the implied cost of childcare time.

This observation will guide some of our choices in the empirical application below.

4 Empirical Issues

Our goal is to estimate the parameters of the wage process (1) and (2) and the preference parameters in (8).

The wage process parameters include the variances and covariances of the transitory and permanent wage

shocks (�uj ; �vj ; j 2 f1; 2g ; �uiuj ; �vivj ). The preference parameters include the vectors of Frisch elasticities
� and $.

One important problem is that 60% of households in our sample (despite conditioning on having children

13 or younger) report zero expenditure on childcare goods, implying that the log-linear approximation is

problematic. In terms of total consumption expenditure, we calculate that the average childcare budget

share is only about 3.5%. Moreover, as shown in the last row of Table 2, and as we discussed earlier, the cost

of market childcare is negligible compared to the implicit cost of time spent in childcare. For these reasons,

we will neglect childcare spending (K) in the structural part of estimation and drop the last row of (8) from

the analysis. One justi�cation is that as long as the magnitude of the Frisch elasticities of childcare goods are

not too large, neglecting childcare spending in estimation is unlikely to generate misleading estimates of the

other parameters. Indeed, we run reduced form regressions aimed at recovering estimates of the elasticities

of childcare expenditure in Section 6.1 and show that their magnitudes are rather small.

In the rest of this section we discuss some important estimation issues. First, how measurement error is

introduced in the econometric model. Second, how we recover the parameters of the tax function (� and �)

as well as the human wealth share in constructing � and s. Finally, we discuss the formal identi�cation of

the parameter of the model.

20Our implied weekly hours for the mother (16) and father (just below 8) are somewhat higher compared to those reported in

Table 1 of Guryan, Hurst, and Kearney (2008). This is for two reasons. First, our sample conditions on having at least one child

13 or younger in the household. Second, our measure includes all activities where the parent is present and not participating,

therefore might include activities not considered as childcare in their paper.
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4.1 Measurement error

Given that we rely on survey data, consumption, wages, earnings and childcare time are all presumably

measured with error. In our context, there are three problems one need to confront when adding measurement

errors. First, as discussed among others in Blundell et al. (2008), adding measurement errors to models that

include a permanent/transitory decomposition (as in our wage process) creates an identi�cation problem,

since the distribution of the measurement error is indistinguishable from the distribution of the economically

relevant transitory shock. Second, our wage measure is constructed as annual earnings divided by annual

hours of work, and therefore the measurement errors of earnings and wages are correlated (the so-called

"division bias"). Third, measurement errors are hard to distinguish from stochastic changes in preferences

or shocks to higher moments of the distribution of wages in terms of e¤ects on consumption or labor supply

choices. We make no attempt to resolve this distinction, and hence identify an aggregate of these various

forces, some statistical and some economic.

Ignoring the variance of measurement error in wages or earnings is problematic since it has a direct e¤ect

on the estimates of the structural parameters. We thus follow Meghir and Pistaferri (2004) and use �ndings

from validation studies to set a priori the amount of wage variability that can be attributed to error. We

use the estimates of Bound et al. (1994), who estimate the share of variance associated with measurement

error using a validation study for the PSID (which is the data set we are using). We also use the �rst order

autocovariance as an upper bound on the measurement error in consumption (see Blundell et al., 2014, for

more technical details).

Finally, childcare time is also measured with error. We assume that this error is uncorrelated with

the other sources of measurement error, which is not implausible given that the CDS diary is conducted

separately from the PSID main interview. Since we use only terms involving the covariance of the level of

childcare time (rather than its variance), these assumptions imply that measurement error to childcare time

does not pose a serious identi�cation threat.

4.2 Recovering Tax Parameters and Human Wealth Shares

It is important to ensure that the tax function that we use in our model �ts well the progressivity of the tax

system in the U.S., as well as the generosity of means-tested transfers programs (which tends to be higher

for families with children). From equation (4), the mapping from before-tax to after-tax income requires

estimation of the tax parameters �i;t and �i;t: We estimate them by regressing after-tax household income

on a constant and before-tax household earnings (as reported in the survey), allowing for the regression

coe¢ cients to change by year and household characteristics. In particular, we �rst compute after-tax income

as:

Yi;t =

2X
j=1

Wi;j;tHi;j;t� �

0@ 2X
j=1

Wi;j;tHi;j;t; zi;t

1A+EITC
0@ 2X
j=1

Wi;j;tHi;j;t; zi;t

1A+FS
0@ 2X
j=1

Wi;j;tHi;j;t; zi;t

1A
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where � (:) ; EITC (:) and FS (:) are functions that compute taxes and eligible amounts of EITC and Food

Stamps bene�ts using program information for the various years (allowing bene�ts to vary by demographic,

such as number and age of children, etc.). Since using Yi;t directly is infeasible in our log-linear approximation

procedure, we approximate the relationship between after-tax income and before-tax household earnings

using:

Yi;t �
�
1� �i;t

�0@ 2X
j=1

Wi;j;tHi;j;t

1A(1��i;t)

i.e., equation (4).21 Overall, the approximation appears accurate. In fact, the R2 of a regression of predicted

on actual average tax rates is 0.90.

The calculations of �i;t � Assetsi;t
Assetsi;t+Human Wealthi;t

and si;1;t =
Human Wealthi;1;t
Human Wealthi;t

require the knowledge of

assets, which we take directly from the data, the expected after-tax human wealth at time t, and the share

of human wealth held by each earner. We calculate after-tax human wealth as:

Human Wealthi;t = Yi;t +
Et (Yi;t+1)
1 + r

+ :::

where Yi;t is total household after-tax income (assuming no changes in tax policy).22

Note that the measure of assets we use is de�ned "beginning-of-period" (i.e., before any consumption

decisions are taken), so no endogeneity issues arise.23 The major di¢ culty is to form estimates of expected

future earnings. We start by applying our tax approximation to pooled household earnings for all years and

ages. We then regress after-tax earnings on characteristics ({a below) that either do not change over time

(such as race and education) or characteristics ({b) that change in a perfectly forecastable way (such as a

polynomial in age, and interaction of race and education with an age polynomial). That is, we regress:

Yi;t = {ai 1 + {bi;t2 + ei;t

To obtain an estimate of expected earnings at t + s given information at t (i.e., Et (Yi;t+s)) we simply

use bYi;t+s = {ai b1 + {bit+sb2. We assume that agents are working until the age of 65 and that the discount
rate is the same as the interest rate, and set the annual interest rate to 2%.

The same idea is applied to calculate expected human wealth for the each earner. To control for par-

ticipation in the prediction of earnings, we use a probit speci�cation with education, race, polynomial in

21To capture the very low and sometimes negative tax rates for low earnings households, we estimate the tax parameters

separately for households that are eligible for Food Stamps and for those who are not. Furthermore, for the Food Stamps

eligible group we allow the function to change by number of kids, and for the rest of the sample we allow the parameters to

change by year in order to capture changes in the progressivity of taxes over time.
22The share of human wealth by earner j at time t is calculated similarly, but allowing also for some correlation between

the share of earnings in a particular period and the share of each earner in this period. The exact calculation is reported in

Appendix 1.
23 In practice we use assets reported in the previous (t� 2) wave.
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age and interactions to predict the probability of participation for the secondary earner at each age. The

expected earnings for the wife at age t+ j are then the product of the predicted o¤ered wages in period t+ j

and the probability of being employed in that period.

This procedure allows us to (pre-)estimate �i;t using asset and human capital data. The average value

of these estimates for our sample of families with children 13 or younger is E (�i;t) = 0:097, but there is

quite a large amount of heterogeneity across households (see Blundell et al., 2014). The life cycle path of

�i;t conforms to expectations. The degree of self-insurance warranted by asset accumulation is negligible

at the beginning of the life cycle (all permanent shocks pass more or less through consumption), but the

combination of asset accumulation due to precautionary and life cycle motives and the decline of expected

human capital due to the shortening of the time horizon imply an increase in �i;t as time goes by, and hence

the household�s ability to smooth permanent wage shocks also increases over time. (These results are all

available on request from the authors.)

Our estimates of si;1;t (the ratio of the husband�s human wealth to total household human wealth) can

be interpreted as the life cycle evolution of the distribution of earnings power within the household. On

average, the husband commands about 70% of total household human wealth. His weight rises initially due

to fertility choices made by his wife, and declines at the end of the life cycle due to early retirement choices

coupled with age di¤erences within the household.

4.3 Identi�cation

There are four sets of parameters that we are interested in estimating: wage parameters, smoothing parame-

ters, preference parameters, and measurement error variances. Blundell et al. (2014) show how to identify

the parameters of the wage function and the measurement error parameters using exclusively wage data

and outside information from validation studies (see also details in Section 4.1 above). In what follows, we

demonstrate how the childcare production function elasticities can be recovered using cross-sectional data on

parents�childcare time matched with panel data on wage changes. This reliance on cross-sectional (rather

than longitudinal) moments is imposed on us by data limitations: the CDS data are collected only for two

waves, 2001 and 2007, and are su¢ ciently spaced apart that any interesting dynamics may become hard to

detect if long di¤erences were used.

The intuition for why cross-sectional moments may still be useful for identi�cation is that Frisch elasticities

can be recovered from the response of goods (or time) to transitory shocks to prices. Using only cross-sectional

data on childcare time, we rely on the observation that a negative change in wages from � to � +1 (as visible

from (3)) is associated with either a positive transitory shock at � , or a negative transitory/permanent shock

at � +1. Given that the level of time spent with the kids at � is independent of the shock at � +1, a negative

correlation between �wi;�+1 and the level of tj;� implies a positive Frisch elasticity of j to wi. Formally, for
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the case without taxation, the following moments can be used in estimation:24

E (ti;��wi;�+1) = �
�
$ti;wi�

2
u1 +$ti;wi�uiuj

�
(9)

E (ti;��wj;�+2) = �
�
$ti;wi�uiuj +$ti;wj�

2
uj

�
: (10)

The intuition for the identi�cation argument is similar also with progressive taxation, with the only

di¤erence that the feedback e¤ect from taxes to labor supply is taken explicitly into account in estimation.

Given that the parameters of the wage process can be identi�ed from longitudinal wage moments as in

Blundell et al. (2014), the moments (9) and (10) can be used, alone, to pin down $ti;wi and $ti;wi .

The total Frisch responses of hours are identi�ed using the response of hours to transitory shocks, and

using moments that capture the mean reverting part of wages (similar in idea to 9 and 10). For example

(again ignoring taxes for simplicity):25

E (�wi;��hi;�+1) = �
�
�hi;wi�

2
ui + �hi;wj�ui;uj

�
E (�wj;��hi;�+1) = �

�
�hi;wi�ui;uj + �hi;wj�

2
uj

�
�hi;wi =

�
�
0
hi;wi
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Hi
$ti;wi

�
�hi;wj =

�
�
0
hi;wj

� Ti
Hi
$ti;wj

�
As is clear from these moments, once the parameters of the childcare time production function ($) are

known, the use of information on the ratios Tj
Hj
, allows to recover the parameters �0 .

4.4 Empirical Strategy

The following steps summarize our empirical strategy:

1. Regress the log of Ci;t; Yi;1;t;Wi;1;t,Yi;2;t and Wi;2;t onto observable characteristics and construct the

�rst-di¤erenced residuals �ci;t ;�yi;1;t, �wi;1;t;�yi;2;t, �wi;2;t. The observable characteristics in the

wage equation include year, year of birth, education, race, state and large city dummies as well as

education-year, race-year and large city-year interactions. For consumption and earnings we also add,

income recipient other than head or wife in the household and whether the couple has children not

residing in the household. Note that the wage and earnings regressions use only workers. To account

for the fact that consumption level per capita is also di¤erent when kids are present, we add dummies

for family composition in the consumption regressions. We do not do the same for hours of work,

because our empirical strategy explicitly account for the e¤ect of kids on the changes in levels of hours

24We omit the � from the parameters in the RHS of these moments to reduce notation. The variances are all functions of

age.
25While we demonstrate the identi�cation with hours data, we use earnings data in the estimation. Unlike the moments 9 and

10, the moments that involve hours (or earnings) do potentially su¤er from measurement error because wages are calculated as
earnings
hours

. We fully account for these issues in estimation, as described in Section 4.1.
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and time use. Finally, we residualize T1 and T2 similarly to the way earnings are residualized, but keep

the residuals in levels (t1;t, t2;t) rather than taking �rst di¤erence as we do with earnings.

2. Estimate the wage variances and covariances using the second order moments of �wi;1;t and �wi;2;t;

3. Use (4) to estimate the tax parameters �i;t and �i;t by regressions of log after-tax joint earnings on

a constant term and log before-tax joint earnings allowing for the regression coe¢ cients to change by

year and household characteristics;

4. Estimate the smoothing parameters �i;t and si;1;t using asset and (current and projected) earnings

data;

5. Estimate the preference parameters using the second order moments for �yi;1;� , �yi;2;� , �ci;� , ti;�

and t2;� conditioning on results (wage variances, covariances, and smoothing parameters) obtained in

steps 2, 3 and 4. We impose symmetry of the Frisch substitution matrix for each of the sub-utilities

(See Appendix 2 for details).

Steps 1 through 4 are conducted on the entire sample (without conditioning on the age of the kids), as

our goal is to obtain consistent estimates of the variance parameters as well as human capital shares by age.

The sample restriction is only applied at step 5 for the estimation of the preference parameters, where we

want to focus on parents who are likely to spend (at least some of their) time on childcare.

5 Results

5.1 Main Results

Our estimates of the wage parameters by age are similar to the estimates in Blundell et al. (2014) who

discuss them extensively and to which interested readers are referred to. The estimates are reported in

Appendix Table 1.

Table 3 reports the results for the estimation of the parameters of the model, decomposing the hours

response according to the F matrix as in equation (7). The �rst column reports the responses of consumption
and hours of work implied by the sub-utility �(:). For consumption the response coincides with the Frisch

elasticity. For hours of work, they can be interpret as a (negative) transformation of the leisure elasticities,

or as the Frisch elasticities of hours when the weight on the childcare sub-utility is zero (i.e.,  = 0). The

second column reports the Frisch elasticities of the childcare sub-utility (g (:)). These are interpretable as

childcare time Frisch elasticities (i.e., the response of childcare time to a change in its price - the hourly wage

- keeping the marginal utility of wealth constant). Column 3 reports the weight on the time use elasticity

$ in the hours response to shocks. This is the median value of T1H1
( T2H2

) for the husband (wife) responses.26

26As we explain in section 2.3.4, the median changes with demographic characteristics. These are calculated using the

sub-sample that has both CDS diary and PSID interview data. The table reports the weighted average of these medians.
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Finally, column 4 reports the total Frisch response (which accounts for the fact that, given that time has

multiple uses, an increase in the price of time keeping wealth constant changes both leisure and childcare

time, and hence hours as per the time budget constraint). For example, for the �rst row (documenting the

response of H1 to W1) the total response is given by: �
0
h1;w1

� T1;�
H1;t

$t1;w2 . At the bottom of the table we

report the average share of assets in total wealth in our sample (�), as well as the average human wealth

of the primary earner (s). The share of human wealth � is directly related to the amount of consumption

insurance obtained through savings, and is slightly lower than the 0.15 reported in Blundell et al. (2014)

because our sample is composed of younger households (due to the sample restriction of looking at families

with young kids).

Before discussing the decomposition of the labor supply response, it is worth noting that the estimated

consumption Frisch elasticities are all within plausible ranges. The own price elasticity for consumption of

�c;p = 0:64. Similarly to the estimates in Blundell et al. (2014), we �nd slightly negative Frisch responses

of consumption to wages (�c;w1 and �c;w2). Note that these negative coe¢ cients do not imply a negative

response of consumption to an unexpected increase in wages as, in general, permanent shocks induce an

increase in consumption through the wealth e¤ect. We discuss these Marshallian e¤ects further in the next

section.

The estimates of the labor supply own total Frisch response, 0:50 for men and 1:43 for women with

children, are in line with other estimates in the literature (see Keane, 2011, for a survey). Our main interest

is in decomposing the e¤ects of wage changes on hours in the part coming from the change in leisure and

the part coming from the change in childcare time.

There are two interesting points worth noting. First, the decomposition of the own Frisch responses is

di¤erent for the two earners. While for men about 13% of the hours response is associated with changes

in time allocated to childcare, for women 75% of the hours response is associated with changes in childcare

time. The �rst reason behind this di¤erence is the husband�s low ratio of childcare hours to working hours

(on average T1
H1
= 0:14) compared to the high ratio for the wife (on average T2

H2
= 0:61). The second reason is

the much larger estimated own price elasticity ($t2;w2 = �1:774) that we �nd for women. We note however
that this elasticity is imprecisely estimated.

Second, childcare time plays an important role in shaping the complementarity of hours of the two

earners. The total response of the husband�s hours to a change in the wife�s wage is small and positive,

and the response of the wife�s hours to a change in the husband�s wage rate is very close to zero.27 Can

this evidence be interpreted as suggesting that the two earners make leisure time choices independently,

or with only small complementarities? Looking at the decomposition between the two channels we have

27While the estimate for the total Frisch response of H2 to W1 is insigni�cant, the reversal of signs compared to the total

response H1 to W2 seems puzzling at �rst, given that we impose the Frisch symmetry. However, note that the Frisch symmetry

can be imposed either on the total Frisch response or on the �0 paraneters (i.e. �0h1;w2 and �
0
h2;w1

). While in theory one

implies the other, in practice we only impose the latter. Appendix 2 provides more details about the Frisch symmetry condition

we impose.
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discussed above reveals very clearly that this is a misleading conclusion. The component of the elasticity of

husband�s hours to changes in the wife�s wage that is due to the leisure response is positive, much larger,

and statistically signi�cant (�0h1;w2 = 0:39), while the response of childcare time is positive and signi�cant

as well ($t1;w2 = 1:55), implying that the second term is overall negative. The calculation for the wife�s

elasticity to the husband�s change in wages follows a very similar pattern. These estimates imply that while

the husband and wife like spending leisure time together, the substitutability of their childcare time in the

childcare production function works to weaken or even overturn this e¤ect.

To be more speci�c, consider a positive transitory shock to the husband�s wage. Due to intertemporal

substitution e¤ect, this induces the husband to increase his labor supply. This increase triggers two responses

from the wife�s side. On the one hand, leisure complementarity implies that she would like to increase her

labor supply as well (because he has less leisure time available). On the other hand, the husband can now

spend less time with the kids, therefore the wife substitutes market time with more of her time spent with

the children. For our sample of families with kids under 13, these two e¤ects almost cancel each other up,

making it look as if there is almost separability over the hours margin of the two earners.

5.2 Marshallian Elasticities

While Frisch elasticities give an important picture of the responses of consumption, time use and overall

labor supply to transitory changes in wages, Marshallian elasticities that re�ect the impact of a permanent

change of wages (inducing both a substitution and a wealth e¤ect) are also of key importance from a policy

point of view. The upper panel of Table 4 summarizes the average Marshallian elasticities in our sample,

which correspond to the average �m;vj from equation (8).28 Column 1 shows the elasticity with respect to

a shock faced by the male, and column 2 reports the Marshallian elasticities associated to a shock to the

wife�s wage.

The average labor supply Marshallian elasticity for the husband is close to zero (0.09). It is much larger

(0.64) for the wife. Both elasticities are smaller compared to their Frisch counterparts in the "Total" column

in Table 3 (0.49 and 1.43 respectively).

Our model allows us to recover also the Marshallian elasticities of each earner�s time use with respect to

permanent shifts in the other earner�s wage. Interestingly, for the wife the Frisch and Marshallian elasticities

almost coincide, implying very little wealth e¤ect operating in the context of the response of wife�s childcare

time to wage shocks. For husbands, we �nd that both the own and the cross Marshallian elasticities are

somewhat smaller than their Frisch counterparts, implying a positive wealth e¤ect associated with a decline

in childcare time.

To have a better gauge of the magnitudes of these responses, in the bottom panel of Table 4 we report

the response of each "good" to a 10% positive permanent wage shock. The responses are evaluated at the

28The �0s from equation (8) represent Marshallian responses to before-tax wage changes. See Blundell et. al. 2014 for an

extensive discussion of before- vs. after-tax elasticities.
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sample means. Starting from the husband, we calculate that a 10% permanent shock to his own wages is

associate with an overall increase of only about 20 annual hours. However, this small increase masks a much

larger decrease in childcare time, implying an overall slight increase in husband�s leisure. The wife�s overall

labor supply response to a 10% permanent shock to her wages is much larger (100 annual hours). Similarly

to the husband, she experiences a decline in childcare time and some increase in leisure. The wife�s response

to a 10% permanent shock to her husband�s wage is negative and large (152 annual hours) and is almost

entirely accounted for by an increase in childcare time. The pattern for the husband is very similar, although

much smaller quantitatively.

It is also interesting to look at the total e¤ect of a permanent change to wages on time spent with the

child, which is again di¤erent for shocks to the husband�s and the wife�s wages. For a 10% permanent positive

shock to the husband�s wage (evaluated at the mean) there is overall an increase in the total time the two

parents spend with the child (91 hours a year), while for a 10% shock to the wife�s wage the overall e¤ect is a

92 hours decline. However, it is worth stressing that children may spend time with both parents, and hence

an increase or decline in the sum of hours of the two parents does not necessarily translate one to one into

hours that children spend without their parents. In our sample, the mean (median) share of total childcare

time in which the two parents either participate actively or are present is 0.32 (0.25).

Finally, as noted in Blundell et al. (2014) and discussed above, even though the consumption Frisch

elasticities with respect to wages are negative (implying that consumption and hours are substitutes in the

short run), the consumption Marshallian elasticities are always positive (implying complementarity between

consumption and hours in the long run, or in response to permanent wage shocks).

5.3 Robustness Checks

Measuring childcare time inputs by the two parents using the time use diary from the CDS is an exercise

that is potentially subject to errors. In this section we discuss two robustness tests in which we calculate

childcare time di¤erently. First, recall that in our sample 22% of males record zero time spent with the child

for the day in which the diary was �lled. Since we use an annual measure of childcare time, it is plausible

that the infrequency of data collection may bias childcare time towards zero. In our baseline speci�cation we

assumed that husbands who report zero hours come from the lower part of the childcare time distribution and

assigned them the childcare time value of the 5th percentile of the non-zero distribution of time for husbands.

This type of treatment is consistent with the notion that the likelihood of observing positive childcare time

dairy entry by the husband is decreasing in the time that he usually spends with the child. While this

assumption seems realistic, the choice of which value to assign to those who report zero childcare time is

somewhat arbitrary. To check the sensitivity of the results we repeat our estimation assuming that husbands

who report zero childcare hours do so at random, which implies that we can use only the observations for

husbands who did not report zero time use in estimation. The results are reported in panel A of Table 5.

The consumption elasticities estimates, as well as the total labor supply responses, are very similar to our
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baseline estimates in Table 3. In the decomposition of labor supply to leisure and childcare time, the role of

childcare time slightly increases compared to the estimates in Table 3 for both earners, though the di¤erence

is not statistically signi�cant. For both earners this is because the childcare time elasticities are estimated

to be slightly larger. For the husband it is also because of the increase in the weight of childcare time (which

is mechanical due to the fact that we drop the zeros instead of replacing them with a point from the bottom

of the distribution).

We assumed that childcare time included both the time that the caregiver is actively engaged with the

child (playing, etc.) as well as time where the parent is merely present (supervising, etc.). One concern

is that the second component could be interpreted as housework or leisure rather than childcare time. For

example, if the child is watching TV, the parent might use the time for housework, or for reading a book.

To address this issue, we use the distinction in the CDS diary between a person who participates in an

activity with the child, and a person who is just present. We re-construct the childcare time for each parent

only using activities for which the diary marks that the husband or wife participated in. The estimates are

reported in panel B of Table 5. While the consumption elasticities and the total labor supply responses are

again similar to the previous estimates, the decomposition of leisure and childcare time e¤ects is somewhat

di¤erent. First, the weight on $ ( T1H1
for the husband and T2

H2
for the wife) is much smaller. This is by

construction, since the childcare time measure is constructed with only a subset of the activities used in the

previous speci�cations. The median participation time is 33% of the total time for the husband and 45%

of the time for the wife. These small weights drive down the importance of the childcare time channel. On

the other hand, the childcare time elasticity for the wife is larger and somewhat more precisely measured.

Combined with the smaller weight, the estimated leisure-related elasticity �0h2;w2 = 0:67 is now larger and

more statistically signi�cant compared to the baseline speci�cation. Finally, the tension between the two

parents�leisure complementarity and childcare time substitutability in the production function is dampened

as both �h1;w2 and $t1;w2 are smaller in absolute value (and similar e¤ects emerge for the wife). Nevertheless,

it is worth stressing that the qualitative direction of the e¤ects is mostly con�rmed.

6 Discussion

6.1 Childcare Spending

Following the discussion in Section 4, we have so far neglected childcare expenditure in our empirical analysis.

In what follows, we look at the relation between childcare expenditure, wages, childcare time, and hours of

work for families who do have non-zero childcare expenditure. We show that the substitution patterns

between childcare expenditure and time are in line with economic intuition, but also show that these are

unlikely to have a large e¤ect on our estimates from Section 5.

To focus on households where childcare spending is likely to be more important in substituting for parents�

time, we restrict our sample to households where the youngest child is 5 or less, and hence less likely to be
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in the public school system. Moreover, noting that 30% of parents with children 5 or less and no older kids

report non-zero tuition, we add tuition to childcare. Hence, we assume that tuition spending is essentially

re�ecting pre-school tuition costs. To avoid the possibility that tuition spending refers to parents�rather

than children�s education, we drop parents who report to be full- or part-time students.

Table 6 provides reduced form evidence for the relation between childcare spending and wages. In

Column 1 we regress the log change in childcare expenditure on the log change in wages of the two earners,

controlling for the level and the change in the age of the youngest kid as well as the level and the change of

number of kids overall and the number of kids in di¤erent age groups.29 Because we are interested in the

Frisch elasticities, we control for the change in consumption, which would capture (at least approximately)

changes in permanent income (or lifetime wealth). The results show that a 10% change in the wife�s wages

is associated with about 1.4% change in childcare expenditures. There is no change in childcare expenditure

associated with changes in the husband�s wage. In the second column we also control �exibly for husband�s

and wife�s education and ages, as well as for year e¤ects. The results are similar. Given that the own Frisch

response of childcare time for wages is negative for both earners, the positive Frisch elasticity of childcare

expenditure is consistent with substitutability at least between wife�s childcare time and market time. The

high coe¢ cient attached to the consumption growth variable suggests that childcare spending is a luxury.

In column 3 we take a semi-structural approach. Instead of controlling for wealth changes using change in

consumption, we use the model to derive panel data instruments which will allow us to recover the response

to transitory shocks. Suppose that we can write

�ki;� = �11�ui;1;� + �12vi;1;� + �21�ui;2;� + �22vi;2;� + ei;� ;

Assuming E [ei;� jui;1;� ; ui;2;� ; vi;1;� ; vi;2;� ] = 0, we can identify the coe¢ cients �11 and �21 by running a
regression of �ki;� onto �wi;1;t and �wi;2;t and instrumenting the wage growth variables using wi;1;��1 and

wi;2;��1 as instruments.30 Column 3 shows the results of this exercise. While insigni�cant, the signs of the

coe¢ cients are similar, and so does the magnitude of the elasticity at least for the wife. Finally, Appendix

Table 2 repeats this analysis for wives with at least some college attainment, �nding that the association

between childcare and wife�s wages is stronger for the high educated.

While we �nd (weak) evidence for the substitutability of childcare expenditure and childcare time of the

wife, this substitutability is unlikely to a¤ect our structural estimates. To see why this may be the case,

suppose that the Frisch elasticity of childcare expenditure with respect to the wife�s wages $k;w2 is 0.15 as

in column 2 of Table 6. Using the Frisch demand symmetry we can recover the Frisch elasticity of childcare

29The age groups are 6-7, 8-9, 10-12, 13-15, 16-18, 19-22, 23-26, �27. We control separately for these groups to make sure
that tuition is not driven by transitions between elementary and junior high, junior high and high school etc.

30 If wages of husband and wife are uncorrelated, the IV estimator of �11 is
cov(�kt;�wt�1)
cov(�wt;�wt�1)

. The numerator converges

asymptotically to ��11var (u1;t�1), while the denominator converges asymptotically to �var (u1;t�1), proving that this IV
procedure is consistent for �11. A similar argument applies to �21.
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time of the wife with respect to the price of childcare:

$t2;pk = $k;w2

PkK

T2W2

From Table 2, the sample mean of PkK
T2W2

is 0.15 (with a median of 0), implying $t2;pk = 0:023, which is very

small compared to our estimates of $t2;w1 and $t2;w2 in Table 3. Our inference is that neglecting childcare

in the structural estimation is unlikely to a¤ect our estimates and conclusions in Section 5.

Even though these results provide justi�cation for neglecting childcare in our empirical application, it

could be that childcare does play a greater role for families with very young kids (under 5 for example) and

in the context of female participation decisions, which are absent from our framework. We see these issues

as a fertile ground for future research on the subject.

6.2 Insurance

In Blundell et al. (2014) the focus is to understand the e¤ect of permanent wage shocks on the household�s

ability to smooth consumption through family labor supply, the tax/transfer system, and savings. In this

section we show that the role of family labor supply adjustment can be further decomposed into a leisure-

related component and a childcare time-related component. To demonstrate the role of these adjustment in

smoothing �uctuations in household welfare, we report both the e¤ect they play in smoothing consumption,

as well as the e¤ect they have in smoothing the marginal utility of wealth (� log �).31

To illustrate how we conduct this exercise, consider the expression for the innovation in the marginal

utility of wealth. For simplicity, we focus on the simple case of a single earner who consumes, saves, and

allocates time to work, leisure and childcare. If we also assume a linear tax system, the innovation in the

growth of marginal utility can be written as:

"i;t =

h
(1� �t)

�
1 + �

0
h1;w1

� T1;�
H1;t

$t1;w1

�
� �c;w1

i
�c;w1 � �c;p � (1� �t)

�
�h1;p + �h1;w1 �

T1;�
H1;t

$t1;w1

�v1;t
which is clearly a function of savings (through �), of labor supply and time use (through �0h1;w1 ;

T1;�
H1;t

and

$t1;w1), and of the consumption elasticities �c;p and �c;w1 . Shutting down any of these channels would

imply a di¤erent transmission of permanent wage shocks to the marginal utility of wealth (and hence to

consumption). While too complicated to analyze analytically, our framework allows us to calculate how the

marginal utility of wealth and consumption change in scenarios in which we shut down the di¤erent insurance

channels for the full model as well.

The �rst row of Table 7 reports the average Marshallian consumption response to a 10% positive shock

to the husband�s wage rate. This is the consumption response that incorporates all the leisure, time use

and labor supply adjustments. Note that while consumption increases by 3.7%, the decline in the marginal

31Note that even though the two are closely related, because of non-separability between consumption and leisure, changes

in consumption are not proportional to changes in the marginal utility of wealth.
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utility of wealth is higher in absolute value (4.9%). Next, we decompose this response into its various parts.

In the second row we shut down the wife�s time use response (i.e., assign $t2;w1 = $t2;w2 = 0), hold all

the other parameters (including � and s) constant, and re-calculate the transmission coe¢ cients from wage

shocks to consumption (the ��s in equation (8)). The implied consumption response in this case is 4.9% (and

the decline in marginal utility is 6.3%).

In the third row we shut down the time use responses of the husband as well ($i;j = 0;8i; j). As expected,
this implies a reduction in the response of consumption to the permanent wage shock. This is because the

husband�s Marshallian childcare time elasticity is negative. Holding leisure constant, this implies that when

husband time use responses are allowed, a permanent increase in his wages drives an increase in his hours

as well (at the expense of childcare time). Finally, shutting down all labor supply responses (i.e., imposing

that all elasticities other than �c;p are zero), consumption increases on average by 5.5% in response to a 10%

permanent shock to the husband�s wage, while marginal utility declines by 8.6%.

While this decomposition cannot be considered a formal counterfactual exercise (when shutting down

elasticities, we do not allow for adjustment of savings for example), it does illustrate the importance of

adjusting childcare time, especially by the wife, in bu¤ering (or amplifying) permanent shocks to wages.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered a life cycle model in which households enjoy utility from the leisure

times of husband and wife and from consuming both non-childcare goods and childcare services. The latter,

in the spirit of one of Becker�s seminal contributions, is home produced using as inputs the time allocated

by parents to the care of their children, and childcare related goods. The wage rate is the opportunity cost

of time use alternative to the market (leisure or childcare).

We argue that in an environment with uncertainty hours devoted to the various activities (work, leisure,

childcare) serve two roles. First, they can be used to produce "commodities", such as childcare (as substi-

tute inputs of a production function) or companionship (as complements in utility). Second, they can be

changed to provide insurance against wage shocks (either in response to own shocks if wealth e¤ects dominate

substitution e¤ects, or as added worker e¤ects in response to shocks faced by the other earner).

We �nd that the response of females to a transitory wage shock faced by the male (cross-Frisch elasticity)

is small. However, this is because the large complementarity induced by wanting to spend time together is

almost exactly counteracted by the input substitutability in the production function of childcare. Similarly,

we �nd that own-Frisch elasticity are large because usual intertemporal substitution e¤ects are compounded

by reducing time spent with children due to the higher opportunity cost induced by the wage change.

While the particular values we have estimated for these trade-o¤s will depend on our assumption which

separates utility into two aggregates, one comprising consumption and leisure times of the parents, and the

other comprising the production of childcare services, they are present also under less restrictive assumptions.

We plan to explore the consequences of more general utility speci�cations in future work.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics - PSID Data

(1) (2) (3)

Sample At least one All Married Couples All Married

kid under 13 with working males Couples

Consumption and Assets

Total Consumption 39,654 39,215 38,715

Nondurable Consumption 8,946 8,509 8,433

Services 30,709 30,707 30,282

childcare 1,403 717 694

Total assets 316,185 354,786 380,476

First earner (head)

Earnings 66,525 67,048 63,495*

Hours worked 2,314 2,302 2,202*

Second earner (wife)

Participation rate 0.75 0.80 0.79

EarningsjWork 31,553 32,998 33,522

Hours workedjWork 1,554 1,688 1,698

Observations 5,282 10,476 12,265

Notes: PSID data from 1999-2009 PSID waves. Column 1 refers to the main sample:

married couples with working male aged 30-57 and kids 13 years or younger. SEO sample

excluded. The table reports averages for all variables. In column 2 we remove the sample

restriction of kids aged 13 or younger. In column 3 we also remove the sample restriction

for working males. For this �nal column head�s earnings and hours are reported conditional

on work (marked with a *). Missing values in consumption and assets subcategories are

treated as zeros.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics - CDS Data

(1) (2) (3) (4)

mean p25 median p75

Non-zero childcare time (head) 0.78

Non-zero childcare time (wife) 0.95

childcare annual hours (head)jnon zero 414 43 282 608

childcare annual hours (wife)jnon zero 832 421 782 1,108

childcare hours/hours worked (wife)jnon zero 4.63 0.23 0.49 0.99

childcare hours/hours worked (head)jnon zero 0.20 0.02 0.13 0.28

childcare cost: (head time)/(wife time)jnon zero 1.41 0.12 0.60 1.52

childcare cost: (market childcare)/(wife time)jnon zero 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.05

Observations 686

Notes: CDS data from 2001, and 2007 waves. Sample of married couples with working male aged

30-57 and kids 13 years or younger with matched CDS diary data. SEO sample excluded. Childcare

time includes all daily activities in which the parent was either present or actively participated.
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Table 3: Main Results: Frisch Responses

(1) (2) (3) (4)

�0 $ weight Total

on $

Panel A: Husband Time Use and Labor Supply

H1 to W1 0:430���
(0:163)

�0:483
(1:164)

0:139 0:497���
(0:054)

H1 to W2 0:393���
(0:120)

1:549���
(0:547)

0:139 0:178���
(0:052)

H1 to P 0:055�
(0:031)

-.- -.- 0:055�
(0:031)

Panel B: Wife Time Use and Labor Supply

H2 to W1 0:749���
(0:235)

1:445���
(0:510)

0:605 �0:125
(0:093)

H2 to W2 0:361
(0:926)

�1:774
(1:548)

0:605 1:434���
(0:155)

H2 to P 0:242�
(0:090)

-.- -.- 0:242�
(0:090)

Panel C: Consumption

C to W1 �0:063�
(0:036)

-.- -.- �0:063�
(0:036)

C to W2 �0:135���
(0:051)

-.- -.- �0:135���
(0:051)

C to P 0:642���
(0:120)

-.- -.- 0:642���
(0:120)

Smoothing Parameters

E (�) 0:097

E (s) 0:698

Observations 3; 453

Notes: Parameters estimated by GMM. PSID data from 1999-2009

PSID waves. Sample includes married couples with working male

aged 30-57 and kids 13 years or younger. SEO sample excluded.

Childcare time includes all daily activities in which the parent was

either present or actively participated. *, **, *** = Signi�cant at

10%, 5%, and 1%. GMM standard errors clustered by household

in parenthesis.
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Table 4: Marshallian Elasticities

Husband wage Wife Wage

Elasticities

Consumption 0.366 0.274

Husband labor supply 0.087 -0.192

Wife labor supply -0.976 0.641

Husband childcare time -1.086 1.005

Wife childcare time 1.631 -1.606

Derivative w.r.t. 10% wage shock

Consumption ($) 1,451 1,087

Husband labor supply (Annual hours) 20 -44

Wife labor supply (Annual hours) -152 100

Husband childcare time (Annual hours) -45 42

Wife childcare time (Annual hours) 136 -134

Notes: Parameters estimated by GMM. PSID data from 1999-2009 PSID waves.

Sample includes married couples with working male aged 30-57 and kids 13 years

or younger. SEO sample excluded. Childcare time includes all daily activities

in which the parent was either present or actively participated.
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Table 5: Robustness Checks

A: No Replacement of 0 Time B: Exclude "Time Present" from

for Husband Time Calculation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

�0 $ weight Total �0 $ weight Total

on $ on $

Panel A: Husband Time Use and Labor Supply

H1 to W1 0:364��
(0:163)

�0:750
(0:918)

0:182 0:501���
(0:054)

0:403���
(0:084)

�1:866
(1:208)

0:060 0:516���
(0:056)

H1 to W2 0:480���
(0:182)

1:791���
(0:623)

0:182 0:154���
(0:045)

0:139���
(0:075)

0:789
(0:606)

0:060 0:092��
(0:042)

H1 to P 0:060�
(0:031)

-.- -.- 0:060�
(0:031)

0:070��
(0:032)

-.- -.- 0:070��
(0:032)

Panel B: Wife Time Use and Labor Supply

H2 to W1 0:913���
(0:290)

1:671���
(0:581)

0:605 �0:097
(0:082)

0:265�
(0:142)

0:944
(0:726)

0:272 0:008
(0:00)

H2 to W2 0:124
(0:926)

�2:149
(1:484)

0:605 1:424���
(0:153)

0:665�
(0:404)

�2:660�
(1:453)

0:272 1:389���
(0:151)

H2 to P 0:227��
(0:089)

-.- -.- 0:227��
(0:089)

0:174��
(0:087)

-.- -.- 0:174��
(0:087)

Panel C: Consumption

C to W1 �0:069�
(0:036)

-.- -.- �0:069�
(0:036)

�0:080��
(0:036)

-.- -.- �0:080��
(0:036)

C to W2 �0:127��
(0:050)

-.- -.- �0:127��
(0:050)

�0:097��
(0:049)

-.- -.- �0:097��
(0:049)

C to P 0:636���
(0:120)

-.- -.- 0:636���
(0:120)

0:596���
(0:113)

-.- -.- 0:596���
(0:113)

Smoothing Parameters

E (�) 0:097

E (s) 0:698

Obs. 3; 453

Notes: Parameters estimated by GMM. PSID data from 1999-2009 PSID waves. Sample includes married

couples with working male aged 30-57 and kids 13 years or younger. SEO sample excluded. In Panel A, childcare

time includes all daily activities in which the parent was either present or actively participated. Whenever the

husband�s childcare time was recorded zero, the observation is not used in estimation of the time use related

moments. In Panel B, childcare time includes only activities in which the parent actively participated. *, **,

*** = Signi�cant at 10%, 5%, and 1%. GMM standard errors clustered by household in parenthesis.
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Table 6: Childcare Wage Elasticities

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent variable: � log(childcare)

�w2 (wife wage) 0:143�
(0:078)

0:150�
(0:080)

0:109
(0:095)

�w1 (husband wage) �0:032
(0:117)

0:018
(0:124)

�0:125
(0:253)

�c (consumption) 1:331���
(0:207)

1:509���
(0:229)

1:498���
(0:221)

observations 581 581 581

Estimation OLS OLS IV

Age, educ, year controls No Yes Yes

F-test (P-value)

�w2 (wife wage) 27:1
(<0:001)

�w1 (husband wage) 461:2
(<0:001)

Notes: PSID data from 1999-2009 PSID waves. Sample includes married cou-

ples with working male aged 30-57 and kids 5 years or younger. SEO sample

excluded. Column 1 reports the results from a regression of change in log

childcare on the change in hourly wages of both earners and the change in log

consumption, controlling also for the level and the change in the age of the

youngest kid as well as the level and the change of number of kids overall and

the number of kids in di¤erent age groups. Column 2 repeats the regression

controlling also for year e¤ects, age and education of the two earners. Column

3 instruments for changes in log wages using lagged log wages. *, **, *** =

Signi�cant at 10%, 5%, and 1%. Standard errors clustered by household in

parenthesis.
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Table 7: Decomposing Welfare Response to a 10 percent Positive Per-

manent Shock

Consumption Marginal Utility

Response (%) (�) response (%)

Observed consumption response 3.7 -4.9

Shutting down wife�s time use response 4.9 -6.3

Shutting down all time use responses 4.4 -5.8

Shutting down all labor supply responses 5.5 -8.6

Notes: Insurance decomposition calculations based on the estimates from Table 3. See

Section 6.2 in the text for details.
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Figure 1: Sensitivity of Total Hours Frisch Elasticity to T2=H2 and $
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